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	To the challenge: Your challenge is to create an innovative digital solution to help monitor and predict the orbital movements of satellites/debris in Earths orbit in order to prevent collisions.  Alongside the feasible solution, a clear business model is needed to explain why you are so different, how any revenues may be achieved and how the solution could be provided to customers. In addition, with the data feeding the actionable insights a key enabler for any Space Intelligence solution, you will need to explain and justify how you would gather the highly valuable data and justify the selection of any partners if they are required.   The Sky is not falling... do I need to maneuver here, or can I just sit this one out?       
	From Space: Humanity has launched about 9,100+ spacecraft since 1957. With the rise of ultra-fast, high throughput constellations, the number of satellites launched into Earths orbits will be greater than ever before, up to 57,000 new satellites by 2029. With such an unprecedented increase in satellites (and potential future debris) the need to monitor, predict and deliver actionable insights on their orbital behavior as never been so important. In the worst case scenario of multiple objects colliding, the key and valuable orbits needed for the future of Earth could be potentially ruined for many years due to the space debris created. Therefore, the market for Space Intelligence is becoming increasingly important for satellite operators, institutional, insurance and regulatory agencies alike. 
	description: The need to monitor space has never been so important, are you ready to help?
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	Catch Line: Be a Space Brainer
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